
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Seven 

 

 

“Here you are, Mr. Calvert,” the teller said as she opened the safe deposit box door. Her 

accent, with its rather posh British lilt, nearly melted Max’s heart. She pointed to a wall with four 

red doors, a light up In Use sign above each. None were lit. “You can use one of those rooms for 

privacy.” 

“Thank you,” he responded, and she left the room. 

Max began to remove the box from its cubby. It was about a third of the way out when he 

noticed its weight. Though only one of the medium-sized boxes, it was still a bit cumbersome, 

even for him. He was afraid to let go for fear he’d drop it, so he asked the guard to help with the 

door on the privacy room. 



He had a suspicion as to why the box was so heavy, which turned out to be correct. 

Neatly stacked, filling it from side-to-side and front-to-back with little-to-no extraneous space, 

were one-ounce bars of gold. The perfect size to carry a few around in one’s pocket if one were 

so inclined. What he didn’t expect was the manila envelope lying on top. 

He opened it and slid the contents out onto the table. Three pristine passports and several 

credit cards smiled up at him. The passports were British, Australian and Canadian. He opened 

each one and flipped through them. Clean. No stamps, no pictures. He noticed that the names in 

each—not his, of course—matched the credit cards. Inside the British one was a slip of paper 

with the name Leonz Hager and a phone number. He didn’t recognize the calling code right 

away, but a quick Google search on his phone told him it was for Switzerland. Makes sense, he 

thought. 

He packed the passports and cards back into the envelope, along with the top layer of 

gold bars, closed the box and returned it to its cubby. Back in the lobby, he stepped up to the 

same teller’s window. 

“I do need one more thing, if I could?” 

“Certainly, Mr. Calvert.” 

“I need to withdraw some cash. I need five thousand each in U.S. dollars, euros and 

Swiss francs, all in fifties.” 

She looked up his account on the computer, pausing when it came up on the screen, a 

confused look crossing her face. 

Max noticed and asked, “Anything wrong? I know there’s more than enough in there.” 



“No, it’s not…” She quickly recovered, continuing, “Everything’s fine. It’ll just be a 

minute.” 

He knew he hadn’t done anything wrong, but with everything that had recently turned his 

world upside down, Max couldn’t help getting nervous. He could feel that nagging in the back of 

his mind, the beads of nervous sweat forming at his lower back, all telling him to run, telling him 

that his accounts had somehow been flagged, that the authorities were waiting for the signal to 

smash in and grab him. Yet, he remained calm, letting the logic center of his fight-or-flight keep 

him grounded, waiting to see how it played out. 

Instinctively, he began scanning the room, mentally mapping out his escape. This wasn’t 

some generic branch in Middle of Nowhere, Nebraska, with bored tellers and a dozing retiree 

“guarding” the front door, a thin layer of dust on his gun. This place catered to the kind of people 

who demanded security from every aspect of their lives, so half-assing the protection of their 

hard-earned ill-gotten gains simply would not do. The visible guards were steroid cases, outfitted 

with the type of guns designed with stopping power in mind, the kind of weapons that laugh in 

the face of Kevlar. He was pretty certain some of the actual banking staff were either guards in 

disguise or were pulling double duty, where they had the requisite degrees to hold down their 

jobs but were also well trained, possibly ex-military. 

Basically, this canceled the option of running out the front door. 

That wasn’t entirely true. He could make a good attempt if he didn’t mind endangering 

the lives of everyone else in the lobby area. Damn morals. 

Hurdling the counter was an option, maybe a better one. It wouldn’t take much effort to 

find the back door, in fact there was a hallway within his view that held the most promise. No 



matter how quickly everyone with a gun could draw, he could be to that hall before the first shot 

was fired. If not, then there was plenty of cover. Still, though, he’d be putting a lot of innocents 

in danger. 

Option A? Option B? 

The teller was returning. 

Option A? Option B? 

She was weaving through the desks in between the vault and the counter. 

Option A? Option B?  

It was now or never.  

Decision time.  

B was looking like his best bet. 

His palms flattened on the counter. His arms at the ready. His legs tensing with potential 

energy. 

Then he saw them: The stacks of cash in her hands. 

Everything relaxed. 

“Sorry for the wait, Mr. Calvert,” she said as she placed the money in front of him. “I had 

to search a little for the Swiss francs. Someone had moved them.” 

She smiled and, once again, Max was putty. He smiled back. “No problem. I understand. 

Co-workers, right?” He gave her a small laugh, then tucked the cash into the envelope from the 



box and left. When he stepped clear of the bank’s AC, he was blanketed in the island’s humid 

wind and, almost instantly, his lower back wasn’t the only area coated in sweat.  

That mild panic attack inside called to his attention how complacent he was to his 

surroundings and situation. He needed to be sharper, more on the ball and alert. This wasn’t a 

vacation, and he was far from a tourist.  

He paused and made a show of retrieving his sunglasses from his pocket, flipping them 

open and sliding them into place. Then he held up his wrist in an exaggerated manner to check 

his watch. The interlude was to give Max time to survey his surroundings, and the flourish was 

to tell anyone potentially watching him that he knew they were there. 

Though he’d taken a cab to the bank, the hotel wasn’t far. Max decided to walk. Despite 

the humidity—something a Midwesterner is more than used to—it was a pleasant day. The sun 

was shining, the sky nearly cloudless. All in all, the very definition of paradise that makes the 

region so appealing. Besides, his flight out wasn’t until tomorrow morning, so he had no place he 

needed to be. 

He came upon a charming looking little café with a few tables set up on the sidewalk. He 

asked the hostess if he could have a seat at one of them and she told him to take his pick. She 

handed him a menu and he sat where he had the best vantage. 

A waiter approached, filled his water glass and said, “Hello, my name is Desmond. I’ll be 

your waiter. Would you like anything else to drink?” 

“Do you have a drink you are particularly known for?” If he was going to be on 

surveillance he might as well have fun with it. 



“Nothing we’re known for, really,” Desmond replied. “But, if you’ll allow, I think I can 

come up with something you’ll enjoy.” 

He returned with a tall glass containing a pinkish orange liquid. Max took a sip and the 

sweet fruitiness was surprisingly quenching…and unsurprisingly strong. “Delicious,” he told the 

waiter, then ordered his meal. While waiting for the food, he tried to look super casual as he kept 

an eye out for any sign of a tail. The street was bustling, so if anyone was following, they had 

plenty of hiding spots. 

Across the street and two doors up, a woman appeared from the stairwell to the 

apartments above the businesses. She looked back into the stairwell, as if something, or 

someone, had annoyed her. Max tried not to react too much as he concentrated on that doorway. 

He didn’t have to wait long to find out what made the woman react, because moments later a 

portly mailman exited, moving to his next stop and occasionally leering after attractive women 

as they passed. 

Like all waitstaff, Desmond returned partway through the meal to ask how it tasted. Max 

told him it was fine before asking, “Where’s your restroom?” 

Desmond pointed toward the door and replied, “In the back. Take a right at the end of the 

bar.” 

Max thanked the waiter, picked up the envelope and headed back to the toilet. While 

finishing up in there, he removed two of the U.S. fifties from their stack. Back in the restaurant, 

Max stood at the corner of the bar, far enough from the window and in enough of the shadows 

that it would be difficult to see him through the front windows. He motioned for Desmond to join 

him. 



“I have an odd request to make,” Max said. He could see the hesitation in the young 

man’s eyes. He held up the envelope and continued, “I recently removed some priceless family 

heirlooms from the bank,” he gave the envelope a shake, hoping the clinking of the gold bars 

would sound like jewelry, or some other expensive items, to Desmond, “and I think someone 

who was in the bank, too, followed me from there. Maybe it’s nothing, or maybe I might be 

about to get robbed. What I need from you is, when I leave, if you could watch the street and see 

if it looks like anyone does follow after me. Then I’d like you to call my hotel and leave a 

message for my room, just Yes or No. That’s it. For that you get these,” he held up the two bills, 

“on top of the generous tip I was already planning to leave. Deal?” 

Desmond stared at the cash for the briefest of moments, then nodded. Max told him the 

hotel and room number and gave him the money. Before returning to his table, Max added, “And 

can you bring me another of that terrific drink? Thanks.” 

He noticed a slight tremor in Desmond’s hand when he set the drink down on the table, 

which was to be expected. Max finished his meal, paid the bill and took a few more minutes to 

enjoy the day while finishing his drink. With his stomach full of food and his brain buzzing with 

alcohol he stood, stretched, nodded toward the hostess—and the partially hidden Desmond—and 

strolled down the sidewalk. When he arrived at his hotel, he asked the desk clerk if there had 

been any messages.  

“As a matter of fact, someone just called for you.” The man handed him a piece of paper 

from a “While You Were Out” pad that simply read, “No.” 

 

 



The next day, about an hour into Desmond’s shift, a bellhop from Max’s hotel entered the 

café. He asked the hostess to point him to the waiter, approached and handed him a sealed, white 

hotel stationery envelope with his name on it, and under that it simply read, “Thanks.” 

Inside was a single, one-ounce bar of gold. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Eight 

 

 

Next stop: Geneva. Max slept for most of the flight from Miami to Zurich. In fact, he had 

no idea they had taken off, the first-class seats were so comfortable that he was out before they 

left the gate. He woke with about two hours left, asked the attendant for a bottle of water and 

busied himself with a book of crosswords he bought back at Des Moines International. 

When they arrived at Zurich Airport, he deplaned. It was a decision he’d made on the 

flight from George Town: arriving in Geneva by train, instead. A run through Customs, a quick 

cab ride to Zurich HB, a short wait in line at the ticket counter and he was riding the rails. He 

was certain that if no one was following him physically, they were probably tracking him 

electronically, something he would remedy soon enough, if Leonz Hager was who Max thought, 



and why make it easy for them. Besides, he was having fun inventing evasion tactics on the fly. 

It made him feel all James Bond-y. 

The view over the three-hour trip ran the gamut. The countryside was usually serene and 

scenic, and sections of the towns they passed through had that interesting traditional architecture 

that you imagined when reading Heidi. Yet, a good majority of the burgs they slipped by were 

ugly and industrial, what you’d expect to encompass the railway areas of any town.  

He finished seven crosswords during the trip. 

He had reservations at the Four Seasons but, instead, took the brief walk to the Beau-

Rivage. It was an overcast day, with a slight nip in the air, yet this somehow added to the city’s 

charm for him, as did the hotel’s old-world architecture when it came into view. He was able to 

procure one of the more expensive suites, which he spent all of two minutes in, enough time to 

toss his bag onto the bed and give the place a good once-over. 

The taxi dropped him off at his bank ten minutes later. The teller—a man more than a 

head taller yet around a hundred pounds lighter than Max, with a mustache so thin it looked 

penciled on and perfectly enunciated French-flavored English—arched an eyebrow while 

examining his credentials and account information. “One moment, please,” he said as he stepped 

to a counter behind him and picked up a phone. He pressed only one number, waited a second 

then began talking to someone in a low tone. Max felt that familiar feeling creep up his vertebrae 

like a burglar silently climbing a staircase. 

The teller hung up the phone, returned to the window, gave Max a reserved stare for a 

second before saying, “Follow me, Sir.” 



Max kept his eyes open, head on a swivel, as they walked to the safe deposit boxes. This 

time he was ready for the box’s weight, but was actually surprised by what he found inside. It 

was identical to the Cayman box in only one aspect: the envelope on top. This box was instead 

filled with one-ounce bars of silver, and the passports were Italian, Dutch and Swiss, the latter 

being the one containing a slip of paper with the same name and number. He once again removed 

the top layer of bars and placed them in the envelope, then returned the box to its home and left. 

He walked down the street until he found a bar that looked sufficiently empty and dark. He 

ordered a draft beer, after asking the bartender’s preference, and took a seat at a table near the 

back. 

Before leaving home, Max had switched out the SIM card in his phone, something he did 

on a regular basis no matter what, because he knew first-hand where that data went, who could 

get their hands on it and the various ways they could use it. Still, to be safe, he popped out the 

current card and took one from the small baggie in his jacket pocket, snapping it into place. He 

then took out the slip of paper and dialed. 

After eleven rings, a gruff voice answered, “Bonjour, Mr. Calvert.” 

 

 

The word that came to Max’s mind when he entered the apartment was “quaint.” It was 

definitely upscale, but to a point; what might be called upper middle class in a Midwestern city, 

and…well…quaint…in one of the bigger coastal cities. If nothing else, it was better than he’d 

been led to expect from practically every crime film he’d ever seen. The general layout of the 

place gave him the impression this Leonz Hager was a meticulous individual, something he 



supposed was a good trait to have in a forger, not being familiar with the trade, per se. The 

artwork, the books, the knickknacks, even the furniture, everything had a very precise feel, as if 

any slight alteration to the plan would result in catastrophe. 

“Please, take a seat,” the man said, his French accent thick but not so much that it 

overpowered his English. He was, by Max’s estimation, pushing eighty, with a styled coif, more 

salt than pepper. “May I offer you something to drink?” 

“Water will be fine, thank you,” Max replied as he sat in one of the two chairs that 

flanked the matching sofa. 

“Now,” Leonz said, as he set the glass in front of Max on the coffee table, “What all do 

you need from me?” Max removed all six passport blanks from his inside jacket pocket and 

tossed them onto the table. “Man of few words, I see.” The old man picked up the top one, 

handling it gingerly, admiringly. “These look familiar,” he noted, with a sly smile. 

“I assume you did a lot of work for Rich and V?” 

“Enough.” He had now picked up all of them, checking the countries. He then turned his 

attention to Max, scrutinizing him. 

Max raised his eyebrow. “What?” 

“I’m trying to picture the different looks we’ll need.” 

“Excuse me?” 

“Mr. Calvert, I’m not simply a forger. I’m an artist. Part of that art is creating the persona 

behind the photo. Especially when the person looks so…pardon me…but…so American.” 

“Not sure about your emphasis, but I understand your point.” 



Leonz continued his examination, making little noises as he did. Finally, he said, “It’s 

going to take a lot of work to hide all this baseball and apple pie, but I’ve always loved a 

challenge.” 

“Probably not as much as I enjoy being called one.” 

The old forger caught the sarcasm and laughed heartily. “Come, let’s get started. We’ll 

begin with Italy. That will definitely be the most difficult.” 

The two back rooms past the kitchen were set up as a workspace and, over the next few 

hours, Leonz worked his magic on Max, transforming him with clothing, hairstyles and, even, a 

touch of makeup here and there. Max could see why his friends had trusted the old forger. 

As the time wore on, they began to trust each other, as well. Max learned that Rich and 

Vanessa had given Leonz the cell phone he’d called only a couple years ago, the same day they 

had purchased the passport blanks from him. They had told him a friend of theirs would someday 

call it, and that he should help Max with anything he required. 

“Such a lovely couple. I’ve never worked with nicer people. Trust me, personality is a 

rare thing in the people with whom I generally interact.” 

They had finished the photo session and were now having some tea and sandwiches. Max 

felt comfortable enough to open up a little about himself, especially how he knew their mutual 

friends. He avoided any details as to why he was in Geneva. He got the impression through their 

conversation that Leonz might not know about the fire, and he certainly didn’t want to be the 

bearer of such news. 



As they finished, Leonz told him it would take about three days to finish the work, which 

included faking destination stamps and making them look well used. He gave Max some 

suggestions of less touristy points of interest to visit while he waited. Max thanked him for the 

hospitality and headed back to his hotel. 

The next morning, just before heading out to visit some of the places Leonz 

recommended, he pulled up the email from George and placed a call to Coby Reid, setting up a 

meeting in four days. 

 


